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ORE Agency kicks off its first open
energy data service
ORE Agency kicks off its first user-friendly and educational open energy data service
on electricity and gas consumption.
ORE Agency, created by all the French electricity and gas
operators, is releasing today its first open energy data service.

This year, ORE Agency will provide new services like:


This dataset enables to take a look at annual electricity and gas
consumption in France throughout several territorial areas.
First in Europe, this turnkey data will be improved, very soon, by
national-scale production and consumption data collected by the
DSOs (Distribution System Operators).





Requests for annual energy balances at various levels
(by address, area, building) for energy efficiency,
A single point of contact enabling economic players,
regional and local authorities or property managers to
make requests to only one stakeholder,
Providing tools and expertise on energy markets
mechanisms for the benefit of the DSOs and market
operators.

Faithful to the spirit of its founders, ORE Agency is addressing
the new digital challenges of the ecological and socially
sustainable energy transition and the associated statutory
requirements.

About ORE Agency

User-friendly, fun and educational, this data service already
allows for regional and local authorities, economic players and
more broadly the general public to discover, view and download
detailed data energy consumption throughout several filters:
years, administrative regions, cities, DSOs and activity sectors.
Discover, share and reuse our data on our Open Data website:
https://opendata.agenceore.fr/pages/home

ORE Agency (Opérateurs de Réseaux d’Énergie – Energy
Grid Operators) is an association which gathers all the
French electricity and gas distribution operators. Its 15
founders (ADEeF, ANROC, ELE, Enedis, FNSICAE, GEG,
GEREDIS, GRDF, Régaz, Réseau GDS, SPEGNN, SRD,
Strasbourg Electricité Réseaux, UNELEG, URM) have
joined forces to pool digital resources to smooth the energy
transition.
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